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The pilomatrixoma is a benign skjn lesion bearing
i.nitially resemblance to an inclusion cyst. Later the
tumor enlarges and may assume the form of a large
cyst 2 or an ulcerated tumor resembling basoquamous
cell carcinoma. (Figure I and Figure. 20).
Pilomatrixoma (calcifying epithelioma of
Malherbe) was described initially by Malherbe and
Chenatasis' in I H80. Its similarity to the more common
cysts and its confusing cell origin have contributed to
its clinical obscurity. Forbis and Helwig J suggested in
1961. renaming t his lesion as pilomat rixoma
(stemming from primitive hair matrix cells).
Incidence: Several authors 4.5 report the incidence
as one in 2000 surgical specimens, whereas6 another
study reports an incidence of one per 824 specimens.
The tumor is seen in all age groups, but 40%are seen
before age 10 and 60% before age 20. A ferna Ie to male
ratio of 3:2 is reported, with the white nice primarily
affected.
Differential diagnosis often includes sebaceous
cysts. giant celJ tumor, ossifying hematoma.
metastatic calcification, chondroma. dermoid cysts,
foreign bod reaction and degenerating
libroxanthoma. The tumor almost always occurs
singly. The arms (35%). the face (21 %), the neck (J 3%),
and the thighs (10%) were the most common sites in
the patients studied by Forbis and Helwig.
Radiologit Appearance: Because the tumor is
generally small and innocuous, radiologic
examination is rarely performed. however, the radiographic appearance of heavily calcified tumors is distinctive. The tumors have a regular contour and are
sharply demarcated from the surrounding fat. The
overlying skin may be normal but usually is thin.
Calcification 1 may not be visible with conventional
soft tissue technique, and low-kilovoltage radiography
with nonscreen or industrial film is preferable. Most
reported cases have homogeneous speckles or sandlike calcification. However. large dense foci of calcification have been described .
The radiographic finding of a solitary. sharply
demarcated subcutaneous tumor with extensive sandlike dense focal calcification is probably
palhognomonic of pilomatrixoma. However, the
differential diagnosis mentioned above should be kept
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in mi.nd as hemangiomas may contain small
calcification but sand-like or dense calcification docs
Dot occur. Soft tissue osteosarcoma and ossifying
fibromas may be confused radiologically with
pilomatrixoma .
Pathological Description: Grossly, the lesions are
round or oval circumscribed masses, situated as a rule
in tJle dermis.. bUI sometimes in the subcutaneous
tissue, on cut section . These tumors are gray. while or
brown with yellow streaks. Their consistency varies
from soft to friable, finn and even stony hard. They are
rarely cystic in contrast to the epidermal cysts.
Microscopically the tumor is surrounded by
compressed collagen. II is composed of sheets and
bands of epithelial cells, often folded or convoluted
and separated by connective tissues. (Figure 3)
Occasionally smaller masses of epithelial cells
arranged in a circular configuration were observed at
the periphery of larger masses. The basic cell of
pilomalrixoma is small and basophilic. with scant.
pale eosinophiljc cytoplasm, a small nucleous. finely
divided nuclear chromatin and no vi"ible cellular
boundary . These cells occur in solid masses and
numerous mitoses can be seen. The transition from
basophili(; cells to shad ow cells extends over an area of
6108 cells. The nuc1eous gradually is reduced to an
eosinophilic pyknotic mass. The size of the shadow
cells remain the same as the parent basophllic cell.
OccasionaUy Iram,ition to squamoid cells with keratin
and parakeratin has been described.
Calcification occurs early. apparently as dusting of
t.he basophilic material throughout the shadow cells or
solid purple. amorphous mass. As a rule it is noted in
the center of the shadow group.
Case Report: More than 1500 cases have been
reported in the literature and we report another caSt'
treated recently at Methodist Hospital. Jndianapolis.
Indiana.
An 84 year old Negro female. a poor historian. was
seen on November 17. 1978 with a history of having a
mass on the right side of the face for the last few years.
(Figure I and Figure 2) The exact durat.ion was
unknown. Patient was hypertensive and had a mild
stroke in the past but had not been seeing any
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physician regula.rly. The patient's sisler indicated that
the mass had ulcerated and became indurated and
hence she brought her to the hospital. General system
review indicated a nodular goitre, hypertension and
calcified fibroid uterus on x-ray. The mass was 3cm. in
diameter over the right zygomaticotemporal area.,
ulcerated, indurated and adherent to the deep tissue.
No regional lymphadenopathy was present. Clinical
impression was a basal cell carcinoma. A wide excision
of the tumor under frozen section control and loop
magnification was done 10 preserve branches of Ihe
facial nerve. The final histopalhological examination
was piloma!rixoma. calcifying epithelioma of the
Malherbc.
The patient's post operative course was uneventful.
There is no evidence of recurrence.
Discussion: According to Forbis and Helwig)
pilomatrixoma arises from primitive cells that
normally differentiate towards hair matrix cells. The
end product of imperfect differentiation are hyalinized

shadow cells (which arc histochemically similar to
inner root shealh keratin). squamoid cells and
amorphous debris . The tumor consists of sheets and
bands of primitive epithelial cells (basophilic cells) in a
connective t issue stroma. Shadow cells genera lly occur
within nests of basophilic cells and a zone of transition
is often evident. Calcification was present in 84% of
240 tumors studied by Forbis and Helwig.
These tumors are unequivocally benign though
clinically may assume a very large size and invade local
lissue as in tbe case reported by Rothman and
KcndalP or show superficial ulceration mimicking
basal or squamous cell carcinoma. The pronounced
mitotic activity of the basophilic cells led to the
erroneous initial diagnosis of squamous or basal cell
carcinoma in 8% of the patients in some series.
Our case emphasizes the locally aggressive potential
of it c.ommonly benign lesion that is diagnosed
correctly only by a pathologist ailer excision.
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FIGURE: I - f'rc-UperQllve
Pilomarrixoma Resembling Basosquamous Cell Carcinoma
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FIGURE: 2 - pos/-Operative 3 Wks. Excision Pilomalrixoma
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FIGURE: 3 - Focus offoreign body reaction. chronic
inj7nmmation and calcifICation ill pilomatrixoma

FIGURE: 4 - Medium power view of classic basophil
cells merging i11l0 so-called "ghost cells"

